Sweetheart Mystery Quilt
Scrap Quilt – Clue 5

 Cindy Carter 2013
http://carterquilter.wordpress.com/

EMAIL ME AT carterquilter@gmail.com if you have any questions.
Pressing NOTE: Applicable to all clues.
Press... meaning lift iron up and press down. Do not move iron back and forth.

1. Gather the (12) heart blocks from Clue 4.
Gather the (4) 9.5” dark colored squares.
2. Sew (2) of this unit. Copy the diagram.
Don't press yet.

3. Sew (2) of this unit. Copy diagram.
Don't press yet.
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Copyright Information
I have created all of my quilt patterns to be used as a FREE resource to other quilters. I am not
selling them and explicitly prohibit others from doing so.
That being said, all you wonderful quilters please use them to create quilts for yourself and others.
You may sell any quilts you make for a profit (no mass production). You may exhibit your quilts. I
would love it if you can use the patterns as a resource to help others, gifts for others who are sick
or in need, our military, charities and fundraisers of any kind. You may use the patterns to teach
classes as long as you provide the patterns free of charge to your students.
Quilt store owners – You are free to reproduce any of the patterns and provide them free of charge
to your customers. If you can email me photos of any projects your customers complete using these
patterns, I would deeply appreciate it.
Please respect the work I have done in creating these patterns. Make sure the patterns are not
altered in any way and that proper credit is given if you are reproducing and sharing the patterns
with others.
If you are sharing my patterns over the web, do so by providing a link to
http://carterquilter.wordpress.com
Feel free to contact me if you have any questions.
Cindy Carter
carterquilter@gmail.com
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